In this paper, we propose the architecture and user interaction mechanism to implement N-Screen services on Multi-Vision System (MVS) that are not supported in existing systems. N-Screen services enable users to control the MVS displays through any of their devices and share contents among MVS displays and user's active-devices with service continuation at any location. We provide N-Screen interactive services on MVS by introducing N-Screen interaction & session management server and agent. Furthermore, we present some examples of the protocols such as application launching, user interaction for service control and visualcasting to support N-Screen services. In addition, we explain the N-Screen service scenarios for providing split sessions on user's active-devices and launching metadata content on any of his devices at any location supported by these protocols. The simulation result demonstrates the feasibility and performance improvement of the proposed visualcasting mechanisms.
Ⅰ. Introduction
The exponential growth in the field of computing, * 학생회원, *** 평생회원, 한국항공대학교 정보통신공 학과 (Dept of Information and Communication, Korea Aerospace University, Korea) ** 정회원, 한국전자통신연구원 (Electrical and Telecommunication Research Institute) ⓒ Corresponding Author(E-mail: sclee@kau.ac.kr) 접수일자 2013년2월27일, 수정완료일 2013년5월20일 multimedia broadcasting and high resolution graphics technologies allow to handle large scale data visualization on tiled displays. The display size is increasing rapidly, but the disadvantage of the single display is to provide high resolution data using single high speed bandwidth channel. The multi-vision system combines several single displays (tiles) having separate sessions for a single source and synchronizes the tiles to display simultaneously. MVS has been used in many research fields like geographic information display, medical research, (1388) smart meeting rooms, public displays and is a key tool to represent Big Data. The bandwidth cost is declining much faster than computing and storage. It becomes more cost effective to use a third party computing and storage resources connected through the ultra high speed networks rather than having their personal large computing, storage and visualization systems [10] .
The MVS provides high resolution graphic data to tiled displays and can be used for information and advertisements in public places. The conventional MVS uses either touch screen, laser beam or mouse/keyboard for interaction [1∼3] , which restrict interacting device and user free movement around display. In this paper, we propose N-Screen based interactive MVS which allows a user to interact with displays through any device and access network. N-Screen means multi-screen or multiple devices belong to a user such as I-Pad, smart phone, smart TV, IP based multimedia system, PC and laptop etc. N-Screen service enables a user to share or transfer sessions among devices. Jaewoo et al. [13] proposed architecture to share user sessions among multiple devices and mechanisms for dynamic addition and deletion of devices to a user session. We present protocols for connecting a user device with the MVS, launching application, sharing the MVS data with any of his active devices.
A large scale single graphic display has the issues of higher color distribution, jitter and power control.
It is also an issue to provide a higher resolution content using a single stream. So it is more cost effective to use networked-tiled-displays instead of expensive single screen. Thanks to the high-speed broadband technologies that enable streaming of raw pixel screens of multiple applications to remote tiled displays. The system decouples application logic from the display component that thins the client side [8] . We provide architecture to run computation intensive task on remote computing cluster and send pixel stream to the client device.
Ebara et al. [1] and LUC et al. [6] Remote Desktop Protocols [4] and Virtual Network
Computing [5] are event driven, and can transmit single desktop screen to remote display. These protocols have issues to support real time rendering of scientific visualization to tiled display systems.
Choe et al. [2] proposed a real-time video player on tiled display system. The system sends whole session data to all slave nodes, and imposes large buffer size and processing requirements which are not appropriate for large scale visualization. Chromium [3] and Aura [12] provide high resolution streaming to tiled displays having the limitations of static layout and single application support on each tile. IBM developed Scalable Graphics Engine (SGE), is a hardware buffer for parallel computers and can support up to 16
displays. SGE has the issue of scalability and does not support protocols for streaming over wide-area networks [23] . The Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) streams RGB pixels from remote rendering-cluster to the display-cluster [6∼7] .
This architecture can support multiple applications on each tile from local or remote RC. The SAGE architecture [6] does not support visualcasting to replicate the same pixel streams to multiple tiled displays to improve the system scalability.
SAGE-Bridge architecture [8] provides visualcasting from the same bridge node and does not support multicasting to N-Screen. The existing MVS systems do not support N-Screen services to allow users to share contents among MVS displays and user's active-devices. We provide control architecture to support N-Screen based services and interaction on
MVS.
Syed et al. [14] used SIP signaling to share or transfer sessions among devices for collaboration. [11] presented a scheme for group-oriented communication by introducing session agent for replicating the same packets to multiple receivers.
The session agent cannot add or remove end users to the session dynamically. Jaewoo et al. [13] introduced number to user smart phone for interaction with digital signage. Hyun et al. [18] and Jorge et al. [19] detect and identify visitors through smart phone based short range communication like RFID, NFC, Bluetooth or Infrared rays to update signage content accordingly. These approaches restrict user location for interaction with the display. The sender side connects a user through the coverage of POAs (Point of Access) which are, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G, WiMAX femtocell or IPTV STB equipped with Wi-Fi [20] .
We can summarize the contribution of our research as follows: (1) Fig. 1 .
The rendering-cluster (RC), bridge-node, display nodes and master node have the same basic functions as SAGE architecture [6] . We enhance the functions of master and bridge node. The master node sends advertisements to detect and connect a user device with the MVS. The bridge-node performs visualcasting as SAGE architecture and multicasting to N-Screen. 
Bridge Node
The SAGE-Bridge provides high resolution streams to the tiled-display while N-Screen have limited screen resolution and access network speed.
So we need adaption function for content replication to N-Screen. The primary functions of bridge node are visualcasting and multicasting to display sites and N-Screen respectively to improve scalability and network latency.
Master Node
Master node sends advertisements to users in the proximity of display for interaction with the MVS.
The other functions of the master node are synchronization and management of multiple applications, and laser or mouse-keyboard based interaction with the display.
Rendering-Cluster
The NSMS selects appropriate rendering-cluster (RC) to execute user application. The RC runs SAGE Application Interface Library (SAIL) application to generate raw pixel stream of the application content and sends them to the target bridge-bode.
Display-Nodes
The MVS tiled display wall consists of display LCD/monitors (tiles) having same or different attributes. The display node receives pixel streams from bridge node, manages the data sessions and contents-display of the associated tiles.
User Interface
UI resides on N-Screen and connects a user to the MVS. UI enables a user to control, share, store and playback display contents. UI can connect a user to multiple display sites simultaneously.
Ⅳ. Protocols and Service Scenarios
This section explains N-Screen based interaction mechanisms and service scenarios.
Procedure and Protocols
We provide mechanisms for launching an application on the display, connecting a user with the display and visualcasting.
(1) Registration and launching application
For launching an application on the tiled-display;
the site manager (advertiser) registers his display site with the NSMS and NSCA. Fig. 2 shows the procedure and the main steps are as follows: j. Then, CN starts streaming to the bridge node destined to the group address.
(2) Connecting a User with MVS For connecting a user with the MVS display, we use similar approach as in [20] . When a user enters into the coverage of an access point i.e. WiFi, 3G/4G/WiMAX, Femtocell or IPTV STB equipped with WiFi, receives advertisements from the master node. We can use PUSH or PULL method to get connected to the display site. In PUSH method, the master node sends the advertisement messages to user devices. In PULL method, UI displays the available DS to pull information as user preference.
We use PULL method, in which the master nodes replication. Fig. 4 shows the procedure when the participating devices belong to different NSCA nodes.
N-Screen Service Scenarios
The proposed architecture can support all N-Screen based services and interactions on MVS.
We pick two scenarios to explain how we provide N-Screen services on MVS. (2) Launch Meta Content on any active device
In this scenario, we consider that a user has already performed registration and receiving the display contents on one of his devices. The service provider adds metadata information with the A/V streams for additional information i.e. location information or similar contents. The user wants to establish a new session for the metadata content on his other active device as shown by the dashed-lines in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the whole procedure in detail.
We consider that both devices belong to same group.
User can launch the contents on any of his active devices or displays at any location. The main steps are as follows: 
V. Simulation and Comparison
In this section, we compare network latency with similar SAGE visualcasting architecture. We use Omnetpp for simulation. The network delay is the packet transmission time from CN to Device. Fig. 7 shows the simulation environment.
SAGE performs visualcasting from the same bridge-node which increases the network latency. We register devices/displays in groups based on their location. Fig. 4 shows the protocols for visualcasting, 그림 7. 네트워크 구성도 제안 Fig. 7 . Proposed Network Composition. which improves the latency as shown in Fig. 8 . We add the second display after receiving 6 packets to the session. We are sharing the contents with two display sites for comparison. If we increase the number of participating displays to the visualcasting session, then the proposed scheme will show more effective result. NSMS is the central control and information unit and NSCA is responsible for user interaction and session management. The existing visualcasting architecture provides content replication from the same bridge node that leads to long packet route and (1395) synchronization delay. The proposed visualcasting mechanism gives high application throughput and minimizes the network latency. We will provide optimum bridge selection algorithm to enhance the system performance in future work.
VI. Conclusion

